
DREMEL PROJECTS

Do you want to tackle a new DIY project? We've got you covered. Explore our DIY projects to get inspired to use your
Dremel tools to create something for your.

DIY Knobs The sanding tool that comes with your Dremel is the perfect choice for making outstanding knobs
for your cabinets, dresser or other drawers. You can carve just a bit of the board or the whole thing. Once
you've moved onto more difficult DIY projects , Dremel does provide other tools that may one day be useful
to you, however, in this article we talk exclusively about the rotary tool as a starting point. Explore these
original projects designed and built by an exclusive team of Dremel Makers! Use it to organize small trinkets,
sewing supplies or jewelry. According to the Dremel website , the rotary tool can be used for carving,
engraving, cleaning, polishing, cutting, grinding, sharpening, routing, sanding, and the list goes on. Sparkling
Stovetop Give your stove a new look by removing buildup and restoring its original shine! Sea Glass Earrings
Using the tiny drill bit on your Dremel, you can create small holes in bits of sea glass and turn them into
customized earrings that are stylish and go with anything in your closet. You can paint them and display them
to celebrate the holiday in style. Was this article helpful? Between those two options, there are varieties of
speeds and power levels. Spoon Pendant You have several bits in your Dremel set that you can use to make
these spoon pendants. Of course, you can also carve just about anything on these wooden coasters for a set that
anyone is going to love. Did you know you could make so many cool things with your Dremel? This flowery
nightstand is perfect for your bedroom. Have fun! All are similar in style and usage. It's perfect to go with
your country chic decor and is simple to make using your Dremel. Dremel requires no other tools to change
out the attachments and accessories besides the small wrench that's included. Carved Wooden Dragon This is
one of the more advanced Dremel projects, but a wooden dragon is fun for someone who has some experience.


